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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
A calm escape amidst the cacophony surrounding.  A cool earthy grotto shaded by a misty cloud 
canopy.
The design was inspired by the Ignition NW logo which includes a stylized pine tree.  Combined 
with the well-known cloudiness  and rain endemic to our region, we hope to evoke the funkiness, 
atmosphere and vibe of Seattle and the Pacific Northwest.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
SeaCoRE was created around the effigy project, rather than from an existing theme camp.  We’re 
composed of jaded veterans, 2nd timers and a surprising number of new burners.  We’ve enjoyed 
strong support from Ignition NW (thanks Kay!), and the local )’( scene.
SeaCoRE has brought many new faces to the downtown burner scene, and strenghtened ties with 
the RatCity (south) and Deep Playa (north) crews.  It’s been a lot more effort, but also a lot more 
rewarding than expected.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
This one time at Banned Camp ... 
We designed Tendrillar Woods to be a refuge.  Critical Massive (Seattle Regional) placed us rather far 
up a trail near the SeaKids camp.  We were happy to note a small populous of angsty youth hiding out 
and bonding in the cloud by the weekend.  I think we need a guest book for playa.

Whimsy was a strong influence throughout this project.  We hope you enjoy the Seussean elements.  
Some other names we considered: 
Eponymous Woods, Forest of the Sparkleponies, The Asylum (for hoopy froods), Mario’s Playhouse, 
Sneech Wood, The Woods

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
Seattle: more than just a damn Needle!

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
Mostly lumber and cloth.  Reclaimed materials were used where possible to control costs.  We only lost 
part of one finger.

CORE Art Walk Activities
Docents (general availability)
“Make Your Way Out to Tendrillar Woods”, 
An 8 minute play (possibly repeated) by Reddick; 4th Generation Northwest entertainer. Specializing 
in Acting, Directing and Vocal Performance, Reddick is ecstatic about bringing the gift of his talents 
to the Playa with the Seattle CORE project this year.
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